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Nucor has demonstrated the ability to be a successful first move in the adaption of new technology. This
internal group that coordinates the design and construction of the melt shop puts responsibility on internal
employees and helps gain first mover advantage. The company conducted attitude and perception surveys to
gauge employee feedback 6. They copied things that were already working well in another companies.
However the cost disadvantages associated with replicating the unique and complex social phenomena would
limit the gains from imitating the physical technology. Other advances include advanced metallurgical
practices, and process control sensors and refinements in casting and rolling. Is it market power scale
economies? It was clear that other integrated steel plants and mini-mills were not able to imitate the Nucor
Model. This can be done by giving added value or base discounts to their long- term customers. These two
types of knowledge derive from different sources. Nucors performance is a summary of their business strategy
they are adapting to the environment all the time, there is not such a thing like no need to develop or upgrade
they use very simple but for some companies may be risky management, they have a structure that gives the
most of the benefits to the factory workers not the management and that is not a popular or maybe even rare
trend in big corporations similar to Nucors. The divisions did their own manufacturing, selling, accounting,
engineering and personnel management. The high level of cooperation within Nucor and the teamwork and
performance culture that is evident in each Nucor plant can be said to be a capability within the company.
Also their approach to the compensations is very unique and makes you feel more rewarded for the job you
have done. Nucor has been successful in using its resources and capabilities to reduce costs and improve its
revenues. Nucor had long term relationships with outsiders to provide these services. Related Interests. Nucor
also aggressively sought to be the lowest cost producer in the industry and as materials and freight were two
important elements of cost Nucor maintained its own fleet of trucks to ensure on time delivery to all of the
states Plants were located in rural areas closer to the markets they served Further the company moved into
steel production backward integration to further reduce the cost of steel used by the joist business All these
three initiatives by Nucor enabled it to achieve a cost leadership position in the Joist Division. However
competition was becoming stronger as bankruptcies eliminated excess capacity, global companies were
consolidating and suppliers were raising prices on iron ore and scrap that served as critical raw material in the
steel making process for Nucor. Every case is different, in each company different people work, just because
in Nucor everything worked out well it does not mean that somewhere else the same success can be repeated.
Click here to visit our frequently asked questions about HTML5 video. Buyers were also considering
alternatives to steel. Much of the drawback of this study is the lack of a quantitative strategic method leading
to an accurate decision making. Nucor also had a very strong business model it utilized the innovative
mini-mill technology to supply steel to its own joist divisions reducing costs further and other outside
customers. The case is not especially complex, so it is not overwhelming as a first case. Case 16 Free nucor
Essays and Papers Free nucor papers, essays, and research papers. Why has the pharmaceutical. Size was so
large that the initial investment would be huge and prohibitive to an extent  On a weekly basis the joist
divisions reported total quotes, sales cancellations, backlog and cancellations while the steel mills reported
tons-rolled, outside shipments, orders, cancellations and backlog.


